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Executive Summary

Environmental and Social
Performance

Safety, Health and
Environmental Management

Sustainable Resource
Management

Australia Pacific LNG’s aim is to operate
in a sustainable manner by identifying
and assessing potential impacts
and adopting sustainable practices
and solutions to manage them. This
approach reflects the existing practices
of our shareholders, Origin Energy,
ConocoPhillips and Sinopec Australia
Pacific LNG Limited, and is integral to
operating in a transparent, accountable
and sustainable manner.

We aspire to zero injuries across
all activities. During this period, our
12-month rolling total recordable injury
frequency rate (TRIFR) decreased,
representing a 22 per cent improvement
in personal safety performance, finishing
the reporting period at 4.0 compared
with 5.1 at the end of June 2019.

During the reporting period, 11,060
megalitres (ML) of water was produced,
on par with the previous period.
Our application of water for beneficial
use continued with the provision of
water for irrigation to local landholders
and aquifer injection. These factors
allowed a total of 9,175 ML or
approximately 83 per cent of all water
produced to be applied to beneficial
use. Section 7 details our water
management practices.

This edition of the Australia Pacific
LNG Environmental and Social Report
covers the period between 1 July
and 31 December 2019 and provides
updates on our ongoing operations and
production, safety and environmental
management and benefits to local and
regional communities.

Business Overview
As at 31 December, we engaged 3,225
Full-Time Equivalent employees and
contractors, a 10 per cent increase on
the previous reporting period.
The Upstream Operator drilled 158 wells
in the reporting period and brought 122
wells online. During the reporting period,
upstream operations were producing, on
average, 1,943 terajoules (TJ) per day.
During the six months to 31 December,
67 LNG cargos were sold and we
contributed 88 petajoules (PJ) to the
Australian east coast gas market,
accounting for around 30 per cent of the
Australian east coast gas market.

We take management of environmental
impacts very seriously. Strict government
environmental regulations result
in the thorough and transparent
management of water, emissions,
land and biodiversity. Sections 4 and
5 provide an extensive analysis of
our health, safety and environmental
performance for the period.

Biodiversity Conservation
Our rehabilitation effort continued with
565 hectares (ha) being reinstated in the
reporting period, bringing the total to
9,184 ha of reinstated land, representing
approximately 75 per cent of all areas
disturbed to date.
Work continued in 2019 to enable the
transfer and management of the Curtis
Island Monte Christo property, with
the Queensland Government formally
granting conservation status over the
offset land area in November 2019, thus
incorporating it into the Curtis Island
Conservation Park.
Australia Pacific LNG remains on track
to provide a substantial portfolio of direct
and indirect offsets to compensate
for unavoidable significant impacts on
environmental values. These offsets
represent a long-term commitment and
will involve many years of on-ground
management and monitoring as suitable
sites are secured.
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Community, Stakeholders
and Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG maintained
its commitment to stakeholder
engagement activities and continues
to actively engage with local
governments, community stakeholders,
non-government organisations and
Indigenous groups.
Australia Pacific LNG continues
to contribute positively to local
communities with social investments
and partnerships aimed at delivering
benefits long beyond the life of our
business. During the six months to
31 December, Australia Pacific LNG
invested A$350,608 in community
projects bringing the total investment
spent to date to approximately
A$45.8 million.

Warwick King
Chief Executive Officer
Australia Pacific LNG

1. Introduction
Australia Pacific LNG is one of the largest producers
of natural gas in eastern Australia, supplying gas to
the international liquified natural gas (LNG) market in
addition to the Australian east coast gas market. Australia
Pacific LNG supplies gas directly to industrial customers
in Queensland and also sells to retailers that supply the
Australian east coast gas market.
Australia Pacific LNG is an incorporated joint
venture consisting of Origin Energy Limited (Origin
Energy), ConocoPhillips Australia Pacific LNG Pty
Ltd (ConocoPhillips) and Sinopec Australia Pacific
LNG Pty Ltd (SAPLNG).
At 31 December 2019, Australia Pacific LNG
engaged 3,225 Full-time Equivalent employees and
contractors. At peak construction, approximately
15,000 people were engaged in Australia, boosting
regional and national economies. Importantly,
Queensland now has a long-term gas processing
and export industry generating significant benefits at
regional, state and national levels.
Australia Pacific LNG’s activities include:
• further development of Australia Pacific LNG’s
gas fields in the Surat and Bowen basins in
south-western and central Queensland
• operation and maintenance of the 530 km high
pressure gas pipeline from the gas fields to the
LNG facility near Gladstone in Queensland
• operation and maintenance of the LNG facility
on Curtis Island near Gladstone, which has

two trains with a combined design nameplate
processing capacity of approximately nine million
tonnes per annum (Mtpa).
Australia Pacific LNG executed a sale and purchase
agreement with Sinopec for 7.6 Mtpa of LNG for
approximately 20 years. At the time of execution,
this was Australia’s largest LNG sales agreement
by annual volume. An agreement for the sale
and purchase of approximately one Mtpa for
approximately 20 years has also been signed with
Kansai Electric.
Rigorous management systems are applied to
control environmental and social impacts associated
with Australia Pacific LNG’s activities. This edition
of the Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and
Social Report, covering the period between July
and December 2019, provides updates on Australia
Pacific LNG’s sustainable approach to development
and operations. The report summarises the current
state of operations and production, and details
workforce safety and health, environmental and
social management activities, and benefits to local
and regional communities.

Business Summary
Description

Natural gas to LNG business based in Queensland, Australia, supplying LNG to
international customers and natural gas to the Australian east coast gas market

LNG Facility

Two trains, each with a nameplate production capacity of 4.5 Mtpa

JV Interests

Origin Energy 37.5%; ConocoPhillips 37.5%; SAPLNG 25%

Reserves
(as at 30 June 2019)

1P 7,372 petajoules equivalent (PJe)
2P 11,920 PJe
3P 12,820 PJe – Additional 3,107 PJe (2C) of contingent resources

Off-take
Agreement

Approximately 7.6 Mtpa LNG supply for approximately 20 years to Sinopec
Approximately 1.0 Mtpa LNG supply for approximately 20 years to Kansai Electric
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Figure 1.1 Location of Australia Pacific LNG Operated Assets
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2. Operations
Overview
Origin Energy Upstream Operator Pty Ltd is the designated
Upstream Operator and manages the operation of the
natural gas resources and delivery of gas to feed the
Australian east coast gas market and the LNG facility.
ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd is the designated
Downstream Operator and manages the operations and
maintenance of the LNG facility on Curtis Island 11
kilometres north-west of Gladstone, Queensland.
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Upstream Operator responsibilities
involve further drilling and completion
of wells and the operation and
maintenance of all gas fields and gas
transmission pipeline infrastructure.
The gas fields comprise wells and
associated surface facilities, gas
gathering and water gathering pipeline
systems, 12 gas processing facilities,
four water treatment facilities, water
storage ponds and treated water and
brine management facilities.
The LNG facility comprises two
gas processing trains, two LNG
storage tanks and standard
infrastructure services including
power, water, telecommunications and
sewage disposal.

2.1 Upstream
Drilling and
Completions

2.2 Upstream
Production
Operations

2.3 Downstream
Operations

Natural gas production from both
operated and non-operated fields
averaged 1,943 TJ per day during the
reporting period.

The average volume of LNG production
during the reporting period was
59,802 m3 per day. A total of 67 cargos
were sold in the reporting period.

Australia Pacific LNG is strongly
committed to the Australian east coast
gas market. In the six months to 31
December 2019, Australia Pacific LNG
contributed 88 PJ, accounting for
around 30 per cent of the Australian east
coast gas market.
During the reporting period, Australia
Pacific LNG welcomed the delivery of
first gas in the Eurombah Reedy Creek
InterConnect pipeline, north-east of
Roma in Queensland. Construction
commenced in September 2018 and
the pipeline came online in early July
2019. The 36 km pipeline improves
infrastructure utilisation efficiency by
connecting facilities which process gas
from Australia Pacific LNG’s operated
Combabula, Reedy Creek and Spring
Gully fields.

Wells drilled in the reporting
period: 158
Wells online during the reporting
period: 122

Reedy Creek Gas Processing Facility
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3. Safety, Health,
Environment and
Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG recognises that environmental
management, workplace health and safety and
community engagement are integral to the success
of the business and integrates these priorities into
day-to-day operations.

3.1 Policies,
Principles and
Systems

3.1.1 Environmental
and Social
Management Plans
The Australia Pacific LNG Environmental
and Social Management Plan is an
integral part of Australia Pacific LNG’s
health, safety and environment (HSE)
management system. It provides the
framework for Australia Pacific LNG’s
environmental and social management
systems and related plans that are used
by Australia Pacific LNG, the Upstream
Operator and Downstream Operator to
manage its environmental and social
impacts. The Australia Pacific LNG
Environmental and Social Management
Plan is supported by the Upstream and
Downstream Operators’ management
systems as is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Australia Pacific LNG’s commitment to
managing its activities for the protection
of the health and safety of people,
the environment and communities
is formalised and communicated in
its Health, Safety, Environment and
Sustainability Policy.
The sustainable development aspects
of the policy are achieved by integrating
Australia Pacific LNG’s sustainability
principles, formalised in the Australia
Pacific LNG Project Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), into the
planning of its activities. The Upstream
and Downstream Operators have
integrated these sustainability principles
into their management systems and
activities during the construction and
operations phases.

management and action plans. These
plans describe, in detail, environmental
and social aspects and impacts
requiring specific mitigation measures
and actions, and reflect applicable
environmental and social laws,
standards and regulatory approvals.
These plans also define contractor and
subcontractor requirements and are
tailored to specific scopes of work.

The Upstream and Downstream
Operators have developed and
implemented environmental and social

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Lenders

Shareholders

Regulators

Public/Community

NGOs

Workforce

HSE Management System Standard

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
STANDARDS AND
GUIDELINES
Shareholder Policies
and Systems
Regulatory Requirements
IFC Environmental and
Social Standards
Equator Principles and
US Ex-Im Policies

IFC PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (2006)
Labour and Working
Conditions

Pollution Prevention
and Abatement

HSE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM CORE
ELEMENTS
Policy
HSE Obligations

Community Health
Safety and Security

Land Acquisition and
Involuntary Resettlement

Planning, Objectives and Targets

Biodiversity
Conservation

Sustainable Resource
Management

Training and Competency

Indigenous Peoples

Cultural Heritage

HSE Programs and Procedures

Hazard and Risk Management

Communication

Contractor and Supplier
Management
Emergency Preparedness
and Response
Operator Management Systems and Action Plans

Monitoring and Measurement

Contractor Management Systems and Action Plans

Assurance
Management Review

Figure 3.1 Australia Pacific LNG Environmental and Social Management System
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3.2 Gas Industry Social and Environmental
Research Alliance (GISERA)

3.3 Verification and
Assurance

Australia Pacific LNG and peak science
body, the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), entered into a research alliance,
Gas Industry Social and Environmental
Research Alliance (GISERA), in 2011 for
five years, initially as a bilateral venture,
and with a view to establishing industry
and government support. The initial
investment from Australia Pacific LNG
was A$10 million over five years, with
CSIRO committing a further A$4 million
of in-kind support. Since then, GISERA
has become a national alliance, including
six additional corporate and government
partners. Australia Pacific LNG and its
operators remain actively engaged with
GISERA with representatives on both
the National Research Management
Committee and Queensland Regional
Research Advisory Committee.

The Australia Pacific LNG Envionment
and Social Management Plan describes
the activities that the Australia Pacific
LNG Corporate Office undertakes
to fulfil its assurance, oversight and
communication roles on behalf of
shareholders and the Australia Pacific
LNG Board of Directors. These include
targeted HSE management system
implementation and compliance
audits, and environmental and
social compliance audits and
assurance activities.

GISERA was established in recognition
of the impacts of natural gas on
public assets, and the related need
to undertake publicly available quality
research to address those impacts. Its
main research areas include surface
and groundwater, agricultural land
management, greenhouse gas and air
quality, social and economic impacts and
opportunities, health impacts, terrestrial
biodiversity and marine environment.

CSIRO’s research status and
experience in social, economic
and ecological sciences allows it to
provide impartial, integrated research
to industry, regulators and the wider
Australian community.
In November 2019, the third GISERA
Stakeholder Roundtable Group
meeting was held in Canberra, bringing
together industry, government and
stakeholder group representatives with
expert speakers and CSIRO research
presenters to discuss current industry
development, latest science and future
directions for research focus. CSIRO
scientists presented the latest research
finding on greenhouse gas emissions,
focusing on lifecycle assessment
of greenhouse gas emissions from
a Queensland natural gas to LNG
project (see Environmental and Social
Report Edition 15 –January to June
2019 CSIRO Research Confirms Low
Emissions from Natural Gas Production
in Queensland) and methane regional
fluxes in the Surat Basin.
Many studies have been completed or
are in progress and reports are available
on the GISERA website:
www.gisera.org.au.

The Upstream and Downstream
Operators have developed and
implemented risk-based control
effectiveness assurance programs
which include controls in place to
mitigate health, safety, environment and
social risks. Assurance activities are
planned in consideration of business
and operational activities with the
greatest HSE risk, along with other
factors including outcomes of previous
audits, results of incident investigations
and independent third-party and
regulator-initiated audits.
Australia Pacific LNG leverages the
Upstream and Downstream Operators’
own assurance activities as much
as possible by participating in, as an
auditor or in an observer capacity,
operator and shareholder HSE audits
and assurance activities.
All Australia Pacific LNG Corporate
Office-initiated HSE audits are
undertaken using a methodology
consistent with the requirements of AS/
ANZ ISO 19011:2018 Guidelines for
Auditing Management Systems.
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3.3.1 Independent
Environmental and
Social Consultant
Review
The independent environmental
and technical consultant, Lummus
Consultants International, conducted a
periodic operations monitoring review
in September 2019. The review, the
fifth since the start of commercial
operations of the LNG facility, included
a detailed review of the previous
Australia Pacific LNG Environmental
and Social Report, covering January to
June 2019, and briefings by Australia
Pacific LNG and operator HSE
management representatives.
The review was underpinned by a
site visit on 24 and 25 September
2019 to the LNG facility on Curtis
Island, the Australia Pacific LNG
Community Centre in Gladstone and
key reinstatement areas including
the Narrows pipeline crossing, the
escarpment, a reinstated temporary
workers’ accommodation facility and
the Inverness offset property (refer
section 6.3 Offset Strategy).
Following the periodic independent
operations monitoring review, the
independent environmental and
technical consultant reported that they
were ‘satisfied that Australia Pacific
LNG has systematically and proactively
managed its environmental and
social impacts, achieved satisfactory
performance and fulfilled its obligations
under local and state regulation and
Lender’s requirements’. Additionally,
the independent environmental and
technical consultant reported that
Australia Pacific LNG has ‘taken
significant and appropriate actions
to address the HSE performance
including key initiatives to drive
behavioural-based safety culture’. The
next periodic operations monitoring
review is scheduled for October 2020.

3.3.2 Regulatory
Audits
During the six months to 31 December
2019, five regulatory audits were
completed by independent third-party
auditors on the Walloons Development
Area, Combabula Development
Area, Western High Pressure Gas
Network, Orana to Talinga Coal Seam
Gas Water Pipeline and Condabri to
Talinga Coal Seam Gas Water Pipeline
environmental authorities. Each
audit included a desktop review and
assessment of documents, registers
and records along with a site inspection
of selected infrastructure, interviews
with key site-based personnel
and review of on-site databases
and records.
Across the five audits, corrective and
preventatives have been developed to
address audit findings.

3.3.3 Australia Pacific
LNG and Shareholder
Audits
During the reporting period,
ConocoPhillips, Origin Energy and
Australia Pacific LNG participated
in a joint shareholder HSE audit of
the Upstream Operator’s operations
covering gas/water processing facilities,
drilling/workover rigs and production
well sites. The audit identified 12
findings for which a corrective action
plan was developed and implemented
by the Upstream Operator.
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3.3.4 Operator HSE
Assurance

Upstream
Level one (front line) HSE assurance
plans were revised and implemented
during the reporting period. Plans
were reviewed and updated to
reflect the current risk and control
environment in addition to ensuring
the plans adequately verify control
design, implementation and overall
control effectiveness for risk controls
within asset HSE risk registers.
The implementation of a level two
assurance plan (independent to front
line) was ongoing during the period.
Outputs of level two assurance
provide an impartial view of critical
control effectiveness (design and
implementation) for material risks
and provide management and key
stakeholders with greater insight into
the controls mitigating material risks,
allowing for effective decision-making
and resource prioritisation. Activities
undertaking during this reporting
period focused on critical controls for
land transport, aviation and loss of
containment. Corrective action plans
have been developed and shared
to address control deficiencies and
facilitate continual improvement.

Downstream

During the reporting period, internal
tier two assurance activities were
undertaken in respect to Downstream
Operator and contractor compliance
with business unit operational
management system procedures
and practices and to assess the
adequacy and effectiveness of
relevant controls. Specific operational
management system elements and
controls assessed included: chemical
management; hearing conservation;
personal protection equipment;
naturally occurring hazardous process
contaminants; waste management;
lifting equipment; working at height
and portable electrical equipment.
Corrective action plans have been
developed to address minor assurance
findings and actions will be tracked
to completion.

4. Labour
and Working
Conditions
Retaining a qualified workforce focused on
continual improvement is crucial to the success
of Australia Pacific LNG. Achieving a safe and
healthy workplace is a fundamental priority.
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4.1 Hazard Management

Upstream
Hours worked marginally increased (two per cent) from
3,200,593 hours in the previous period to 3,275,971 hours
in the current period, reflective of the current steady-state of
operations (Figure 4.1).

Hours Worked (Millions)

4

Contractor learning requirements and competency continues
to be managed via SkillPASS, an industry competency
management scheme. The Upstream Operator continues to
explore ways to further align competency requirements with
S1 2018 as produced by the
the common industry competencies
Queensland Natural Gas Exploration & Production Industry
Safety Forum, Safer Together.

3

2

1

0

HSE risk registers exist for the Upstream Operator at
an asset / functional level. HSE risks are managed in
accordance with the Upstream Operator’s enterprise
risk management framework (identification, assessment,
evaluation and treatment, acceptance and approval, record
and review). Within the Upstream Operator’s activities,
individual tasks are managed through procedures, job safety
Consolidated Australian Pacific LNG
analyses and/or safe control of work systems.

S1 2018

S2 2018

S1 2019

S2 2019

Figure 4.1 Hours Worked by Reporting Period

Downstream
Safety management tools such as Life Saving Rules
verifications, personal safety involvement interactions,
leadership engagement visits and reinforcement of the
Downstream Operator’s HSE Culture Framework behaviours
at pre-start and safety meetings, continue to be used on
the LNG facility to drive a strong safety culture and positive
work habits.
The ConocoPhillips Life Saving Rules have been refreshed
during this reporting period. Although the Life Saving Rules
remain consistent, key updates have included improved
usability, critical controls, the addition of a ninth Life
Saving Rule, ‘Line of Fire’, and alignment with industry.
The Downstream Operator has implemented a verification
process to audit whether line of fire critical controls are
implemented and ongoing work will continue in 2020 to align
with the refreshed Life Saving Rules.
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4
3

Australia Pacific LNG and its operators,
contractors, and subcontractors are
required to apply appropriate change
management procedures for all
changes or deviations to the agreed
scope and objectives. The overall scope
and objectives are governed by cost
and schedule baselines and design and
philosophy documents. This includes
changes to the technical design,
compliance or licence application
requirements not envisaged in the initial
scope, and compliance with required
environmental and social standards
under the material project agreements
with the lenders.

In the six months to 31 December 2019, Australia Pacific LNG incurred 11
Recordable Injuries, compared to 15 injuries recorded in the previous period. The
12-month rolling TRIFR decreased, representing a 22 per cent improvement in
personal safety performance, finishing the period at 4.0 compared with 5.1 at the
end of June 2019 (refer to Figure 4.2). The 11 Recordable Injuries involved one
lost time case, four restricted work cases and six medical treatment cases (refer to
Figure 4.3). For the same period there were 57 first aid cases.

TRIFR (Recordable Injuries
per million hours worked)

During the reporting period, the
Upstream Operator was successful
in the amalgamation of gas field and
pipeline environmental authorities
6
aimed at streamlining
conditions
across development areas and
5 complexity. The
reducing regulatory
Upstream Operator will continue to
4
work with the administering
authority
to further streamline the conditions
3
in other environmental
authorities,
where applicable.

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
S1 2018
Consolidated

S2 2018
Consolidated

S1 2019

Upstream Operator

Consolidated
S2 2019
Upstream Operator
Downstream Operator

Downstream Operator
Upstream Operator
Figure 4.2: TRIFR by Reporting Period
Downstream Operator

2

In September 2019, Australia Pacific
2
1
LNG received Commonwealth
Government approval (2017/7902),
1
with conditions, to0 construct, operate,
S1 2018
decommission and rehabilitate
up to
0
68
gas
wells
and
association
gathering
S1 2018
S2 2018
S1 2019
infrastructure in the Alfredson Block
Area. The area,
on
S2 2018 Development
S1 2019
S2 2019
petroleum lease PL1011, 40 km south
of Miles, is outside of the existing
approval (2009/4874) and is intended
to be operated as an extension to the
Australia Pacific LNG project.
Management and compliance with
the associated conditions have been
incorporated into the Upstream
Operator’s existing compliance
management system, as described in
the Australia Pacific LNG Environmental
and Social Management Plan.

20

Injury Category

18

LTC Injuries

S2 2018
16

S1 2019

S2 2019
RWC Injuries

S2 2019
14
Recordable Injuries

5

4.3 Personal Safety Performance

TRIFR (Recordable Injuries
per million hours worked)

TRIFR (Recordable Injuries
per million hours worked)

6

4.2 Management of
Change

MTC Injuries

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
S1 2018

S2 2018

S1 2019

S2 2019

Figure 4.3: Recordable Injuries by Reporting Period
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Upstream

Activities and Highlights for the Period

The Upstream Operator’s TRIFR, as at
31 December 2019, was 4.4 compared
with 5.8 in the previous reporting
period, a 24 per cent improvement.

Downstream
The Downstream Operator reported
two Recordable Injuries for the
reporting period. The TRIFR stood at
2.2, as at 31 December, compared to
1.1 at the end of June 2019.

Upstream

Downstream

The Upstream Operator’s personal
safety program during this period
focused on:

The Downstream Operator continued
to deliver on its 2019 strategic
objectives including the development
and implementation of the Learning
Organisation (High Reliability
Organisation) framework. A five-year
Learning Organisation Program
Roadmap has been developed
and 2019 deliverables are being
progressed. The focus on process
safety continues with the revalidation
of process hazard analyses for process
units and safety critical element reviews
are progressing.

• data-driven targeted campaigns
to reduce personal injury via the
elimination of problematic workplace
hazards
• increasing collaboration and sharing
between frontline leaders to improve
learnings from incidents
• preparedness for seasonal hazards
such as bushfire, severe storms and
holiday period ramp down/up, as
personal injuries traditionally occur
during this period.
The Upstream Operator’s process
safety program during this period
focused on:
• implementation of mandatory prestart safety review prior to equipment
commissioning, post incidents
and turnarounds
• implementation of Plant State
Suite Alarm Manager software
and ongoing standing alarm
reduction program
• implementation of a small bore fitting
working group delivering awareness
and inspection campaigns for
reciprocating gas compressors to
identify vibration issues leading to
small bore failures
• continuous improvement of the
‘Manage Assets’ core process to
include reliability, engineering, asset
improvements and safe disposal
of assets.
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Works commenced during the
reporting period to develop the
environmental components of the
Downstream Operator’s Environment
and Sustainable Development Strategy,
including the evaluation of carbon
intensity reduction projects.

High Potential
Incidents
During the reporting period, there was
one High Potential Incident reported,
compared to the six reported in the
previous reporting period. The incident
involved a light vehicle collision with
a cow at a crested section of a
public road, which resulted in front
vehicle damage; the driver sustained
no injuries. The Upstream Operator
investigated the incident in accordance
with its incident management
procedures and developed a high
value learning communication that was
shared across the wider business.

(L-R) Matt Blunden (Origin), Tim Kibble (iPipe), Adam Syme (iPipe) and Alexandra Kennedy-Clark (Origin)

Upstream Operator Safely Executes
Significant Maintenance Program
Ensuring the safe, efficient and reliable running of Australia
Pacific LNG’s processing facilities is critical with the Upstream
Operator successfully completing a four-yearly turnaround
maintenance schedule in November 2019.
Taking key components of the processing facilities offline
every four years ensures we can maintain regulatory
compliance and maximise asset outcomes. The program
included facilities at Condabri, Orana, Eurombah
Creek, Combabula, Talinga, Reedy Creek, Spring Gully
and Wandoan.
Across a 17-month schedule during 2018/19, 17
turnarounds were completed. The successful program was
the result of in-depth planning, collaboration and teamwork,
with no serious incidents or injuries, no environmental
incidents and no leaks on startup.
In total, 15 gas processing facility trains and two pipeline
compression facility trains were shut down at various
stages, with teams working around the clock to undertake
planned work to ensure they were back online safely in the
shortest timeframe.
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Steve Learmonth, Turnaround Execution Lead, said ‘We are
all proud of the success of these major turnarounds.’
‘A focus on safe pace to get it right the first time and sharing
knowledge between the teams were all key to the successful
execution of work across all assets.’
‘It was excellent to see the consultative work across the
board, from engineers to the trades assistants.’
‘It was also great to see one of our turnaround local
regional contractor companies, iPipe, win the Origin HSE
award for the best HSE contractor innovation and the HSE
excellence category.’
‘This is the first time an external contractor company has
won the HSE excellence award’, Steve said.

Working safely from height during the successful turnaround campaign

The iPipe team took an innovative safety approach, designing
and installing temporary access walkways, which enabled
workers to move safely between areas at height rather
than consistently climbing up and down ladders. The
walkways improved safety for multiple teams across the
turnaround program.
More than 130 personnel from 15 contractor companies
worked approximately 130,000 hours. More than 700
individual confined space entries were safely executed, and
12,000 flanges were removed for inspection and replaced.
In excess of 1,500 lifts were undertaken by a combination of
140-, 100- and 60-tonne cranes, gantries and a 25-tonne
mobile crane. Finally, approximately 570 assurance
activities and more than 10,000 quality assurance forms
were completed.
Digitisation also played a key role in the success of the
turnaround. For the first time, technicians in the field used
digital forms on iPads. These digital programs were a vital
tool, showcasing a focus on continuous improvement,
allowing for improved traceability, faster completions closeout and a smooth transfer through to mechanical completion
and startup for each shutdown.

The use of technology led to a 90 per cent reduction in
paper-based documentation, a significant step towards a
paperless system which is not only better for the environment
but saves time and allows for rapid accessibility of data in
the future.
Facilities Manager, Roni McCorkle, was impressed with the
team’s knowledge, experience, expertise and commitment
to ensure the environmental and community impact was
minimised.
‘The team at Reedy Creek worked very hard to ensure flaring
of gas during shutdown was limited to the lowest level to
reduce any possible impact on our near neighbours, while
also reducing emissions from flaring’, Roni said.
‘In fact, the team shut down the units with no flaring of gas.’
‘The return to service was also achieved safely and effectively,
with the shutdown completed almost two days ahead
of schedule.’
‘This outcome can only be achieved with careful planning,
consideration of our impact, effective utilisation of our
capabilities and great teamwork.’
‘The turnaround campaign was an excellent example of that
in action.’
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4.4 Shift Work and Fly-In, Fly-Out Regimes
Australia Pacific LNG has a large and diverse
workforce engaged in a wide range of activities
requiring 24-hours a day, seven days a week operation.

The hours of work and rest breaks of
operator and contractor personnel
are governed by several directives,
procedures and agreements.
Australia Pacific LNG recognises
fatigue as a health and safety
risk affecting health, increasing
workplace injury risk and reducing
performance and productivity. It
impacts on workplace safety and
operational capabilities.
While the size of the workforce will
fluctuate over time, Australia Pacific
LNG’s presence is visible in the
communities in which the staff live
and work, while reducing the need for
temporary camp style accommodation,
where practicable. Exceptions are
governed by several principles,
including safety commitments and a
duty of care to workers.

Upstream

Downstream

Upstream operations and drilling and
completions personnel predominantly
work a 14 days on and 14 days off
roster, while major contractors work on
a 19 days on and nine days off roster,
allowing the workforce to spend two
consecutive weekends at home with
family and friends. Existing site-based
rostered employees are offered a
charter flight between Brisbane and
Roma or Miles at the start and end
of their fly-in-fly-out work cycle. The
workers are transported via bus or
pool vehicle to site accommodation.
From July 2019, where practicable,
new or vacant positions arising within
the Spring Gully and Reedy Creek/
Combabula assets will be filled by
residential workers living within the
Maranoa Regional Council.

The LNG facility operators and other
site personnel are locally based within
the Gladstone region. Operations
comprise five crews that work 12-hour
shifts, rotating through days, nights and
days off, depending on the shift swing
and activities on site. Operations day
workers support the day-to-day running
of the LNG facility, working Monday to
Friday during business hours.

In the Condabri, Talinga and Orana
assets, all operational staff rent or
own their accommodation, either
permanently or while on shift. Shortterm visitors to the region stay at local
hotels and motels. The Spring Gully
and Reedy Creek/Combabula assets
aim to fill new or vacant positions with
residential workers going forward. The
Upstream Operator supports flexible
working arrangements to encourage a
residential lifestyle as well as providing
incentives to encourage workers to
become residents.
The number of workers directly
employed by the Upstream Operator or
hired by major contractors and living in
camps was 6311.
At the end of December, 964 workers,
including employees and contractors,
were working under a fly-in, fly-out /
drive-in-drive-out regime.

1

Snapshot taken of workers in camp on 6 September 2019
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4.5 Worker Wellbeing

Upstream
The Upstream Operator supports and
funds a field-based medical service.
During this reporting period, 86 per
cent of presentations (714 out of 816)
were for non-work-related medical
attention that allow its workforce to
return to work quickly and reduce
pressure on local emergency
departments and medical facilities.
The Upstream Operator continued
to maintain its focus on health and
wellbeing over the reporting period,
with an emphasis on the mental
health of its workforce. An on-site
psychologist and the Employee
Assistance Program provider support
the workforce with challenges they may
be faced with.
The Upstream Operator delivers
practical and educational programs
designed to encourage people to
make informed decisions about
health and safety, and to prevent or
minimise illness and injuries. Programs
encourage physical activity, nutrition
and other healthy habits.
Upstream Operator wellness initiatives
during the reporting period included:
• TouchBase – Rostered Workforce
Support program. This is an ongoing
program creating awareness of
mental health and wellbeing and
provides employees and contractors
with skills to minimise the risk of
mental health-related concerns.

Downstream
• STRONG program – body, mind and
spirit program aimed at whole-ofbody health for workers. Coordinated
through the camp Health and
Lifestyle Coordinators, this program
provides engagement as well as
health and wellbeing awareness
through camp initiatives.
• Musculoskeletal Awareness and
Body Activation Refresh - a prestart movement program that
helps prevent musculoskeletal
injuries, incorporating exercises
and movement to cater for all
occupational groups.
• Women’s and men’s health
awareness.
• Drugs, alcohol and substance abuse
awareness.
• Heat stress awareness.
• Fatigue management awareness.

At the LNG facility on Curtis Island
there is a fully resourced medical clinic
staffed by two day-shift back-toback paramedics. A fully equipped
ambulance is also part of the LNG
facility medical clinic resources.
In the reporting period, the
Downstream Operator reported 104
visits to the medical centre, of which
71 (68 per cent) were not workrelated. There were 53 surveillance
medicals completed in the clinic during
this period.
A gym facility has been established
on Curtis Island which has limited
free weights, cable machines, bikes,
treadmills and cross trainers. This
program is supported by an employee
health subsidy for memberships with
external health and wellness providers.
The Downstream Operator’s Health
and Wellness Team delivers annual
programs to employees and direct hire
contractors which include:
• skin cancer checks
• biometrics (‘Know your Numbers’)
which includes a lipid panel, blood
sugar, blood pressure and body
mass index
• healthy eating sessions where
a dietician presents healthy
eating options
• mental health training
• joint mobility classes
• ergonomic assessments
• heat stress education
• heart health education
• men’s and women’s health sessions.
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4.6 Emergency Response

Downstream

Upstream
The Upstream Operator, along with
other Queensland gas companies, has
a long-term partnership with LifeFlight
to provide a Roma and Toowoombabased service for gas industry workers
and community members living in the
state’s south-west. This service delivers
two medically configured helicopters,
each with two pilots, a critical-care
doctor and paramedic on call and
aero-medical evacuation. A world-class
emergency medical response to the
workforce and the local community is
provided, while minimising the impact
on local medical services of growing
gas industry operations.
During the reporting period, the
Upstream Operator completed 88
emergency response exercise activities
during the reporting period including
drills, live exercises, desktop exercises
and emergency response team
skills training.
Emergency response activities were
based on scenarios found in site
emergency response plans and
involve equipment used in preventing
or managing an incident. They have
been devised to, primarily, mitigate the
outcomes of major accident events

and to prepare emergency response
teams for best practice response.
Exercise categories included fire,
bushfire, medical, extreme weather,
evacuation and hazardous materials
(HAZMAT) scenarios such as loss
of containment, chemical leaks and
hydrocarbon release. In addition, the
following emergency response and
preparedness training was conducted
during the period, enabling participants
to respond safely to an incident within
their assigned role:
• Group Emergency Management
Team training
• Site Emergency Management Team
Leader - completed by one person
• On-Scene Commander – completed
by 23 people
• First Responder Fire and Hazardous
Material - completed by 218 people
• Responder Fire and Responder
HAZMAT - completed by 20 people
• Open Circuit Breathing Apparatus
competency - completed by 41
people as well as a further 70 people
recertified in the competency.
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During this reporting period, the
Downstream Operator completed
a periodic review and refresh of
its emergency response risks. A
finding of the assessment was an
opportunity to further develop the
capability of emergency management
teams during the proactive phase of
responding to an incident. Training will
be rolled out during 2020 to address
this opportunity.
Each work crew on site completed
10 skills training drills and a tier two
exercise during the year. A sitewide muster exercise is undertaken
each year.
Three crews completed skills
enhancement training at the
Queensland Fire and Emergency
Service campus on Whyte Island,
Brisbane, during this reporting period.
A multi-stakeholder desktop exercise
was undertaken in December involving
participants from the Downstream
Operator’s site-based emergency
response team, Brisbane-based
incident management team and crisis
management team, Australia Pacific
LNG’s crisis management team,
and the Upstream Operator’s gas
portfolio team.

5. Pollution
Prevention and
Abatement
In addition to relevant laws and regulations, Australia
Pacific LNG’s sustainability principles have guided the
development of mitigation measures and initiatives
which are based on the nature of the existing
environmental conditions and sensitive environmental
and human receptors which might be potentially
impacted by its activities.
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5.1 Air Emissions

Air emissions associated with natural
gas operations are combustion
gases (oxides of nitrogen, carbon
monoxides, carbon dioxides and trace
hydrocarbons) and minor amounts of
vented fugitive methane emissions.
Emissions are also generated by the
use of diesel and natural gas fuel for
electricity generation and land and
marine transport.

5.1.1 Greenhouse gas
emissions

electricity, heating, cooling or steam
that is consumed by the facility but that
do not form part of the facility.

Emissions calculations are completed
using National Greenhouse and
Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cwlth)
compliant methodologies and are
reported to the Australian Clean Energy
Regulator annually.

Australia Pacific LNG’s gas processing
facilities are designed to minimise
emissions intensity. Other production
and operations activities generate
greenhouse gas emissions by using
diesel for land and marine transport,
local power generators and flaring of
gas. These emissions are measured
as tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
(CO2eq) released to the atmosphere.

Scope 1 Emissions of greenhouse
gas, in relation to a facility, means the
release of greenhouse gas into the
atmosphere as a direct result of an
activity or series of activities (including
ancillary activities) that constitute
the facility. Scope 2 Emissions of
greenhouse gas, in relation to a facility,
refers to the release of greenhouse gas
into the atmosphere as a direct result
of one or more activities that generate

Figure 5.1 indicates the ramping up and
stabilisation of emissions as upstream
and downstream operations increased
from startup to steady-state operations.

5

Scope 2 Emissions
Scope 1 Emissions

Tonnes of C02 -eq (Millions)

4

3

2

1

0
FY 2015-16 FY 2016-17 FY 2017-18 FY2018-19
Figure 5.1: Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Fugitive Emissions
Vented natural gas fugitive emissions
come from gas field infrastructure and
minor venting of methane where it is
not practicable to flare. Venting during
the 2019 financial year (July 2018 June 2019) increased by 29 per cent
compared to the previous financial
year mainly due to changing the type
of gas used in the dehydration process
from nitrogen to methane as part of a
process safety improvement project.
Australia Pacific LNG’s upstream
methane emissions from venting and
leaks have remained at approximately
0.1 per cent of metered sales gas from
operated areas.
Emissions from flaring are
predominantly CO2 as the methane is
combusted during the flaring process.
The Upstream Operator has worked
throughout the 2019 financial year
to substantially reduce flaring at gas
processing facilities by 39 per cent
through more efficient management
of supply from wells during planned
maintenance shutdowns.
The total amount of fugitive emissions
decreased by nine per cent during the
2019 financial year compared to the
previous financial year.
The Upstream Operator has a robust
risk-based inspection and infrastructure
integrity program that is designed to
minimise leaks and manage venting.
It includes an annual maintenance
program for wellheads and surface
facilities, and continual testing of
pipework and vessels to check for any
cracking or erosion.

2

The Upstream Operator continues to
improve its gas monitoring program,
aiming to reduce the reliance on
regulatory emission factors. This
monitoring data also informs decisionmaking about whether to retrofit or
change the design of new infrastructure
to reduce these emissions. A well
modification trial is undertaken on
wells without a surface separator
where excessive gas is being brought
to surface with the pumped water.
The aim of the modification is to the
recover the full quantity of entrained
gas to reduce fugitive emissions from
gathering high point vents to levels akin
to wells with separators.
A specialised Picarro ‘sniffer truck’
(see Environmental and Social
Report Edition 13 –January to June
2018: Monitoring Emissions with a
‘Sniffer Truck’) continues conducting
methane surveys throughout the gas
fields. With a three-metre extendable
mast containing sensors, the truck
can detect methane in ambient air.
Where the sniffer truck detects an
elevated level during monitoring, these
are reported and field maintenance
activity actioned.
In addition to leak detection and
fugitive emission monitoring activities,
the sniffer truck is contributing to
a CSIRO-led study to benchmark
natural background atmospheric
methane levels by taking baseline
measurements across hundreds
of rural properties. Captured data
continues to demonstrate low levels
of fugitive emissions across the
infrastructure network.

Landscape Emissions
While there is no regulatory requirement
to externally report landscape
emissions, the Upstream Operator
continues to work with the CSIRO and
other independent scientific experts to
research landscape emissions, which
occur naturally across the Surat and
Bowen basins in Queensland.
The Upstream Operator aims to
quantify these emissions against its
operations and to identify and quantify
other sources of emissions, such as
abandoned coal exploration bores
that pre-date natural gas production
activities, landholder bores and other
agricultural activity in the gas field
areas. The Picarro ‘sniffer truck’ is
utilised for this purpose.
Work to intercept emissions associated
with Condamine River seeps continues
to be successful. Targeted intercept
wells and development work around
the Condamine River, including drilling
specifically designed wells for these
seeps, have assisted in the capture
of methane before they reach the
surface and direct them to Australia
Pacific LNG’s production facilities.
The Upstream Operator continues
monitoring wells, bores and the river
seeps to ensure effectiveness of the
measure implemented.
Using methodology developed by the
CSIRO, regular gas flow measurements
at the main seep location continue to
be taken as part of ongoing monitoring
and are published on the Australia
Pacific LNG website 2.

https://www.aplng.com.au/topics/coal-seam-gas/condamine-river-seeps.html
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5.2 Waste Management
Waste management plans have been developed, designed to eliminate,
reduce, reuse, recycle, treat and dispose of waste appropriately.
5.2.1 Unregulated
Wastes
Waste management is an important
component of sustainability for Australia
Pacific LNG’s operations with waste
contractors engaged to handle the
waste generated.
Total unregulated solid waste recorded
was 3,303 tonnes during the reporting
period (Figure 5.2). General waste
and recycled materials (including
scrap metal and poly pipe) were the
highest contributors to the unregulated
wastes group. In total, 67 per cent
of all unregulated waste was sent for
recycling; an increase of 15 per cent on
the previous reporting period.
In addition to the drilling by-products
that were recycled at an off-site facility,
19,647 kL of drilling by-products were
reused through the Landspray While
Drilling program (see Environmental and
Social Report Edition 7 –January to
June 2015: Landspraying While Drilling).

5.2.2 Regulated
Wastes

Upstream

Downstream

Liquid Regulated Waste

All regulated solid wastes, except for
sewage disposed of via the sewerage
system, are stored and monitored
on site at Curtis Island, until they
can be disposed of by the licensed
waste management contractor at
certified waste management facilities.
Regulated solid waste accounted for
less than five tonnes of waste disposed
from the Curtis Island site during the
reporting period.

The liquid regulated waste for this
reporting period included: drilling
by-products (drill fluids and cuttings),
waste oils, produced water and septic
wastes. These regulated wastes,
totally, 59,608 kL, were sent off site for
recycling to a licensed facility.

Solid Regulated Waste
A total of 6,144 tonnes of solid
regulated waste were removed from
site for this period, a reduction of 46
per cent from the previous reporting
period. Of this regulated waste, 25.3
tonnes were recycled. The reduction in
solid waste disposal from the previous
reporting period is attributed to a
decrease in salt-impacted sediment
from the pond rehabilitation program
this reporting period.

Waste disposal of hazardous materials
is highly regulated and governed by the
Environmental Protection Regulation
2019 (Qld). Waste details, including
type, quantity, waste transporter and
disposal location are recorded and
provided to the administering authority.

Reuse

Landfill
19,647
26%

Recycle

2,229
67%

1,074
33%

56,881
74%
Reuse

Landfill
19,647
26%

Recycle

Figure 5.2 Unregulated Wastes (tonnes)
and Disposal Methods

Recycle
Figure 5.3 Regulated Liquid Wastes
Volume (kilolitres) and Disposal Methods
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The site continues to use the
Gladstone Regional Council pipeline
to transfer sewage and trade waste
from Curtis Island to Gladstone where
it is treated at a licensed facility, prior
to reuse as water supply to a nearby
alumina refinery. Trade waste disposal
via the Gladstone Regional Council
pipeline was approximately 17 ML for
the reporting period. The Downstream
Operator also reported 37 kL of
septic and liquid trade waste removed
from the mainland loading site at
Fisherman’s Landing for the period.

Recycle

5.3 Environmental Incidents

There were three regulatory reportable
environmental incidents in the
period. All incidents were recorded
and investigated to determine and
communicate causes and potential
prevention measures and solutions.
No Compliance or Enforcement
Notices related to environmental
legislation were issued to Australia
Pacific LNG.

Upstream

Downstream

There were three reportable incidents
recorded by the Upstream Operator.
All three incidents had actual
consequence ratings as severity
1 (minor3) in accordance with the
Upstream Operator’s risk matrix,
meaning the environmental harm was
low and that appropriate remedial
action was undertaken.

No reportable environmental events
occurred during the reporting period.

8

Downstream Operator

7

Upstream Operator

No. of Incidents

6
5
4
3
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S1 2018

S2 2018
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S2 2019

Figure 5.4 Environmental Incidents by Reporting Period

3
Refer Australia Pacific LNG Environmental & Social Management Plan - https://www.aplng.com.au/content/dam/aplng/compliance/Environmental%20and%20
social%20management%20plans/APLNG.HS.505%20APLNG%20Environment%20and%20Social%20Management%20Plan%20(A9774).pdf
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6. Biodiversity
Conservation
As part of Australia Pacific LNG’s approval process by
the Queensland and Commonwealth Governments,
biodiversity impacts were identified and assessed.
Measures to avoid, minimise and mitigate impacts
have been authorised through government approvals.

6.1 Ecological Management
Biodiversity conservation involves analysis of potential
impacts to protected biodiversity. Where potential impacts
are identified, avoidance, minimisation and mitigation
measures are determined to reduce risks to acceptable levels.
Any significant residual impact is then offset. These offset
measures include the protection of biodiversity values across
diverse terrestrial, aquatic, coastal and marine ecosystems.

Upstream

Downstream

Prior to conducting activities involving
significant land disturbance, an
assessment of the condition, type
and ecological value of regulated
vegetation, including fauna habitat,
in the area is undertaken. This
assessment confirms the suitability
of infrastructure layout in accordance
with the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999 (Cwlth) (EPBC Act) and other
applicable regulatory requirements, as
well as relevant plans for threatened
and endangered species. These
requirements are specified in the
Australia Pacific LNG Environmental
Constraints Planning and Field
Development Protocol.

No vegetation clearing works were
conducted on Curtis Island during
the period.

There were no reportable incidents
regarding ecological management in
the reporting period.

Quarterly mangrove monitoring
continued in accordance with
the Receiving Environment
Monitoring Program.
The water mouse, classified
as vulnerable under the Nature
Conservation Act 1992 (Qld) and EPBC
Act, was identified during pre-clearance
or targeted surveys conducted for the
LNG facility. Previous water mouse
surveys have resulted in no detections
but have identified that the remaining
mangrove habitats within the study
area provide potentially suitable habitat
for the species.
There were no reportable incidents
regarding ecological management in
the reporting period.
.

Mangrove habitat adjacent to LNG facility on Curtis Island
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6.2 Reinstatement

Reinstatement is the revegetation
and stabilisation of land following
disturbance activities associated with
the operational phase. Reinstatement is
a precursor to rehabilitation.
Figure 6.1 shows the progress of
reinstatement in relation to the total
disturbed areas.

Upstream

Downstream

The Upstream Operator reinstated 565
ha of disturbed areas in this reporting
period, including well leases, pipeline
corridors and access tracks. Other
reinstated areas included camps and
laydowns, bringing the completed
reinstatement total to 8,873 ha,
representing approximately 74 per cent
of all areas disturbed.

All proposed reinstatement of unused
construction areas (for example, the
temporary workers accommodation
facility) has been completed.
Remaining operational use areas of the
facility have been stabilised and form
a part of both the operational erosion
and sediment control and stormwater
management planning processes at
the facility.
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Figure 6.1 Disturbance and Reinstatement Progress
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6.3 Offset Strategy

Australia Pacific LNG adopts a
strategic approach to offsets to
comply with approval requirements
and deliver biodiversity and
conservation outcomes.
Strategic offset sites have been
acquired by Australia Pacific LNG to
compensate for key impacts including:

Australia Pacific LNG is on track to
provide a substantial portfolio of direct
and indirect offsets to compensate
for unavoidable significant impacts on
environmental values. These offsets
represent a long-term commitment and
involve ongoing monitoring and onground management.

• Brigalow and semi-evergreen vine
thicket and fauna habitat
• Cycas megacarpa (cycads)
• Acacia pedleyi
• World Heritage Area, shorebirds,
water mouse and fisheries.
Additional sites are expected to
be required for significant impacts
on brigalow and semi-evergreen
vine thicket threatened ecological
communities (TEC) and associated
threatened fauna habitat.

6.3.1 Offset Progress
Australia Pacific LNG recognises
that its development activities are
conditional on requirements to maintain
terrestrial and marine biodiversity.
Under the EPBC Act, offsets
compensate for the significant
residual impacts associated with
development. Offsets include the
protection, restoration or extension
of environmental values threatened
by development.
Environmental offsets comprise
land-based sites (direct offsets) and
contributions to other activities such
as removing threatening processes
and research (indirect offsets).
Australia Pacific LNG’s offsets have
secured strategic environmental areas
with the following priorities: Great
Barrier Reef World Heritage values,
TEC, endangered and of concern
remnant and high value regrowth
vegetation, marine habitat, wetlands,
watercourses, threatened flora and
habitat for threatened fauna.

Upstream

Direct Offsets
Three key direct Australia Pacific LNG
offset properties are Dukes Plain,
Colamba and Inverness. The Dukes
Plain property is located south of
Theodore in central Queensland and
provides offsets for TECs, endangered
and of concern vegetation and
associated threatened fauna habitat.
The Colamba property, located
north-east of Miles also compensates
for impacts on TECs, fauna habitat
and wetland values. The Inverness
property is located on the ranges west
of Gladstone and is where threatened
flora species removed or impacted
from the pipeline corridor have been
translocated and planted. These offset
properties have been legally secured.
During this reporting period, the
following specific on-ground
management and monitoring activities
have been undertaken:
• ecological enhancement of TECs
• feral animal and weed control
• fire break maintenance
• fuel load monitoring and prescribed
burning to reduce fire risk
• inspection of fencing and offset areas
• watering and monitoring of
the plants.
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Direct offset requirements for the
threatened flora species Cadellia
pentasylis (ooline) have been acquitted
by the agreement made between the
Upstream Operator and Santos GLNG.
The 10 ooline planted on behalf of
Australia Pacific LNG are managed
by Santos GLNG as part of a larger
ooline planting.
Pinehurst and Rockwood offset sites
located south-east of Miles (the first
two upstream direct offsets established
with approved management plans
and protected by legally binding
mechanisms) provide offsets for
flora species (Eleocharis blakeana
and Rutidosis lanata). Since these
species were reclassified (from near
threatened to least concern and
from vulnerable to near threatened
respectively) these sites continue to be
maintained and monitored (rather than
actively managed).

Indirect Offsets
Most upstream indirect offsets obligations have been completed, with one
remaining indirect offset for a threshold
regional ecosystem still in progress.

Downstream
The Curtis Island Monte Christo offsets
property purchase, jointly made with
the two other LNG proponents on
Curtis Island, was developed to remove
degrading land use processes such as
grazing, and protect land containing
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage
values, remnant vegetation and
significant marine habitat. The property
was secured in August 2014.
Work has continued in 2019 to enable
the transfer and management of the
freehold allotments by the Queensland
Government within the Queensland

Conservation Estate. The transfer
agreements between the three LNG
proponents and the Queensland
Government has progressed with the
legal land title transfer of the freehold
allotments occurring in first quarter of
2019. The Queensland Government
formally granted conservation status
over the offset land area in November
2019, incorporating it into the Curtis
Island Conservation Park.

Indirect Offsets
The Long-Term Marine Turtle
Management Plan was approved by
the Commonwealth Government’s
Department of the Environment and
Energy in July 2014. This plan builds
on existing programs funded by
Australia Pacific LNG including GISERA
and the Western Basin Dredging
Environmental Review and Monitoring
Program. Australia Pacific LNG and the
other LNG proponents have continued
to implement the plan during 2019
by studying the number of nesting
turtles, the orientation of nesters and
hatchlings, regional sky glow, satellite
tracking and assessing the health of
resident green turtles.

Inspecting Acacia Pedleyi plants at the Inverness property
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7. Sustainable Resource
Management
Australia Pacific LNG strives to ensure resources are
used, developed, and protected in a way and at a
rate that allows people and communities, present
and future, to maintain their social, economic and
cultural wellbeing.
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7.1 Agricultural
Land

7.2 Water
Management

Australia Pacific LNG aims to avoid or
reduce the temporary or permanent
loss of access to Agricultural Land
Classes (ALC) A and B by locating
surface infrastructure away from such
land where practicable. Of the 335,000
ha of ALC A and B areas identified in
the gas fields area (comprising gas
tenements and connecting pipeline
areas) during the EIS, 4,319 ha
(1.3 per cent) of this is estimated to be
unavailable from agricultural production
for the duration of operations.

Water is extracted from the target coal
formations to allow the production
of natural gas. Low permeability
rock strata that overlay and underlay
the natural gas formations, known
as aquitards, largely protect the
adjacent aquifers used by others
from the effects of the resultant
coal depressurisation. As part of
the installation process, and in
accordance with regulation, steel
casing is cemented into place to
preclude aquifer interconnection
during operations. The Upstream
Operator monitors for interconnection
which can be detected by observing
changes in the groundwater levels of
shallower aquifers surrounding the
gas production well and by changes in
the quality of water pumped from the
water well. The Upstream Operator
has implemented a Groundwater
Monitoring Plan to detect pressure
changes in these aquifers.

During this reporting period, 241 ha
of land disturbed was classed as ALC
A or B, representing 0.07 per cent of
ALC A and B identified in the gas fields
area. During the operations phase,
disturbed areas that are not available
for rehabilitation are reshaped and
stabilised to prevent erosion (refer
section 6.2 Reinstatement).

7.2.1 Water
Production
Almost all water production during the
reporting period was generated from
the gas fields of Talinga and Orana,
Spring Gully, Condabri, Combabula
and Reedy Creek. Minor volumes of
water were also produced from the
Peat field.
The total volume of water production
for the reporting period was 11,060
ML, which is 17 ML less than the
previous period. The water production
rate remains similar due to ongoing
development and drilling of new wells.
Water production typically peaks at the
commissioning of wells and declines
over time.
Water is temporarily stored in ponds,
prior to treatment and supply for

beneficial use including irrigation,
aquifer injection, construction uses and
potable water for camps. Any water
unable to be beneficially used at the
Spring Gully site is authorised to be
released to natural streams under strict
licence conditions, however, no release
occurred during the reporting period.
A contingent release approval is in
place for the Condabri, Talinga and
Orana asset, however, this has not
been required to date.

7.2.2 Brine
Management
Produced water contains salt and
this water is treated through reverse
osmosis with most of it made available
for beneficial use (refer to section
7.2.3). The waste product from the
reverse osmosis process is brine and
is stored in engineered brine ponds
built to regulatory standards that
are periodically reviewed by certified
engineers. During the reporting period
there were no reportable losses of
containment at the ponds.
Each water treatment facility has
multiple brine ponds. The total available
storage capacity in brine ponds at the
end of the reporting period was 9,888
ML, and the total volume of stored
brine was 5,042 ML.
Brine can be transferred between
brine ponds to optimise storage use.
Brine levels are monitored via remote
telemetry and inspected monthly, with
quarterly water balance modelling and
assessments carried out to re-forecast
storage requirements for the following
two years and for the expected
operating life of the business. Additional
ponds can be constructed as required
for additional brine storage.
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7.2.3 Supply of Treated Water for
Beneficial Use
The volume of water supplied for beneficial use during the reporting
period was 9,175 ML, which is 321 ML more than the previous
reporting period and 83 per cent of the total volume of produced
water (refer Figure 7.1).
Australia Pacific LNG also injects treated water into aquifers in
the Surat Basin for recharge and beneficial use by others in the
community. Australia Pacific LNG operates two aquifer injection
schemes, one at Spring Gully, with a daily capacity of 8.1 ML, and
the other at Reedy Creek, with a daily capacity of 40 ML.
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Produced Water Awaiting Treatment

Megalitres (ML)

10,000

Total Volume of Brine Produced
Permeate Discharge to Creek

8,000

Total Water Supplied for Beneficial Use
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Figure 7.1 CSG Water Produced and Supplied for Beneficial Use
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Figure 7.2 Water Supplied (ML) for Beneficial Use
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Injection well at Australia Pacific LNG’s Reedy Creek treated water injection scheme

Injection Success at Reedy Creek’s
Treated Water Injection Scheme
Water has been, and remains, a major focus.
An early GISERA project (refer section 3.2 Gas Industry
Social and Environmental Research Alliance) investigated
the impacts of the injection of treated produced water
into the Precipice Sandstone aquifer in the Surat Basin,
Queensland. Injection of treated produced water is a
valuable method for managing development impacts
on water resources, protecting springs and riverine
ecosystems, and allowing innovative reuse of water - with
benefits to the wider community. Results of this research

provided important technical and operational guidance
to Australia Pacific LNG with Australia’s largest treated
produced water injection scheme at Reedy Creek. The
Reedy Creek scheme came online in 2015 and, to date,
has injected 2,500 ML of treated produced water into the
Precipice Sandstone aquifer. As a result, aquifer levels have
risen by approximately 30m close to the injection site and
increases of over a metre have been monitored almost 100
km from the site.
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7.2.4 Groundwater Monitoring System

Upstream

Downstream

A network of deep groundwater
monitoring bores has been established
to provide a regional groundwater
monitoring system. The network
includes over 210 monitoring bores
purpose-built to provide data suitable
for both operational and regulatory
requirements. These dedicated
monitoring bores are augmented
by existing government bores and
landholder bores to provide extensive
monitoring coverage. The numbers and
locations of these additional bores vary
as increased monitoring tends to follow
new development areas.

Groundwater monitoring was
undertaken at the Curtis Island site
from 2010 to 2014. The purpose of
the study was to collate and analyse
the groundwater monitoring data taken
prior to and during construction at the
site, to identify trends and to review
geotechnical data. This information
was used to develop a hydrogeological
conceptual model of the site and any
ongoing monitoring recommendations.
This included the collation and analysis
of historic groundwater data for the 38
monitoring bores installed across the
site prior to and during construction.

The network is compliant with the
requirements of state and federal
approvals, however, with the approval
of the Queensland Government’s latest
triannual Underground Water Impact
Report (UWIR) in December 2019,
several changes are required over the
following three-year period including:

The Groundwater Monitoring Summary
and Conceptualisation Report was
finalised in 2014. In November 2017,
a review of the hydrogeological
conceptual model and state of the
groundwater network commenced.
This project has continued into 2019
with the addition of eight groundwater
monitoring wells ensuring the LNG
facility is well placed for early detection
and response to any potential
groundwater issues.

• the establishment of several new
monitoring bores
• the discontinuation of pressure and/
or water quality monitoring in several
existing monitoring bores
• new water quality sampling
requirements from numerous gas
production wells.
In addition to these monitoring bores,
there is a network of shallow sentinel
monitoring bores designed to ensure
the integrity of water and brine
storage ponds.
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7.3 Water Usage

7.2.5 Make Good
Agreements
The Queensland Government’s 2012
UWIR was the first triennial UWIR to
define impacted areas within which
‘make good’ obligations needed to
be assessed and agreements entered
into. Throughout the course of ongoing
operations and assessments, bores are
added and removed from the UWIR
defined make good obligations, with
refinements to the understanding of
geological and bore details, or changes
to the responsible tenure holder and
immediately impacted area.
The approval of the 2019 UWIR
triggered the assessment of six bores
for make good over the following three
years that have not already been dealt
with through proactive agreements.
In addition to bores identified in the
current UWIR, the Upstream Operator
identifies bores which are likely to
require make good activity in future
UWIRs and enters into proactive
agreements with landholders. These
agreements are similar to make good
agreements and provide greater
certainty for both landholders and the
Upstream Operator.
There is ongoing communication
with the regulatory authorities and
negotiations continue with landholders.

7.2.6 Hydraulic
Fracturing
Hydraulic fracture stimulation (HFS) is
a proven technology applied to low
permeability hydrocarbon reservoirs
to safely unlock the trapped resource
and allow it to flow more readily to
the surface. Initially, development
wells were drilled in the higher
permeability areas, where HFS was
not required for production. However,
as the development transitions to
the lower permeability acreage,
HFS will be increasingly required to
enable production.

The wells are constructed and tested
to verify integrity and isolation of the
groundwater aquifers. The composition
of HFS fluid depends on the well,
however, is made typically of 90 per
cent water, nine per cent fine-grained
sand, and the remaining one per cent
is additives used to increase fluid
viscosity and control water chemistry.
All additives are regulated, registered,
tested and assessed to ensure they
pose minimal risk to people and the
environment.
During the period, 20 wells required
HFS, which was 13 per cent of the
total development wells drilled this
period. It is currently estimated that
approximately half of the development
wells will require HFS by the end of the
planned 20-year development.

7.2.7 Ground
Subsidence
Monitoring System
Ground motion is monitored using
direct, on-ground periodic surveys of
a geodetic network of approximately
50 permanent survey markers across
Australia Pacific LNG tenure, and
remote Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar.
The data collected and processed over
2012 to 2019 indicates subsidence
and uplift trends in areas of natural gas
development and areas where natural
gas development is not occurring. The
observed ground motion is below any
trigger for formal notification. Industry
is collaborating with the University of
Queensland in research to characterise
the likely causes of trends both on and
off natural gas development areas.

Upstream
The Upstream Operator used
approximately 415 ML of water
sourced from landholder bores and
dams, storm water collection systems,
operational water treatment facilities
(i.e. treated water), untreated produced
water and the municipal water supply;
an increase of 43 per cent from the
previous reporting period. The increase
in water use relates to continuous dust
suppression to meet environmental
outcomes and minimise impact on
landholders. In addition, improvements
in data capturing contributed to
the increased water use reported
for the reporting period. Beneficial
use of produced water made up
approximately 45 per cent of the water
use total.

Downstream
The Gladstone Area Water Board
pipeline continued to supply reticulated
water services to the site on Curtis
Island. Gladstone Area Water Board
supplied the site with 19 ML of water.
This decrease was attributed to a
reduction in irrigation of revegetated
areas within the former temporary
workers accommodation camp.
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8. Community,
Stakeholders and
Social Management
Australia Pacific LNG establishes stakeholder
engagement strategies which strive for positive
and practical outcomes that help to address
any impacts, share the benefits and respond to
identified stakeholder needs and issues. Stakeholder
engagement reflects the diversity of stakeholders
and uses innovative, practical partnerships to
achieve mutually beneficial outcomes.
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8.1 Stakeholder Communication
and Consultation

Engagement with communities is a
priority for Australia Pacific LNG. The
stakeholder engagement strategies
of Australia Pacific LNG articulate
its commitment and approach to
stakeholder engagement and describes
how this commitment will be managed
across the gas fields, pipeline and
LNG facility components for the life of
the business.

Upstream

Downstream

The Upstream Operator actively
engaged with local governments,
community stakeholders and nongovernment organisations through the
region. During the period, the Upstream
Operator participated in regular
meetings with regional councils and
local chambers of commerce as well
as undertaking a range of workshops
and demonstrations at local schools.
This was in addition to significant
involvement in key local events, career
days, business information sessions,
community information nights and
‘Meet the Buyer’ events as well as
holding many tours of our regional
operations and facilities.

Community relations activities included
formal engagement sessions with
government representatives, business,
industry and the Gladstone Regional
Community Consultative Committee
as well as informal engagements
recorded via email, telephone and
community centre walk-ins. Requests
for information about operations,
local procurement and community
investment are among the most
frequent enquiries.

The Upstream Operator enables
stakeholder contact by maintaining a
range of information channels including
regional office walk-ins, the Origin
Energy and Australia Pacific LNG
websites, email enquiry channels and
an information hotline.

During the period, site tours of the LNG
facility continue to be undertaken with
key stakeholders from government and
business, as well as the provision of
information resources to local tourism
ambassadors through representative
bodies such as Gladstone Area
Promotion and Development Limited.
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8.2 Local Content
Procuring from local suppliers is a significant way in which
Australia Pacific LNG shares economic value with local
communities. To improve the identification of opportunities for
local engagements, regional participation has been integrated
into Australia Pacific LNG’s standard procurement practices.
This includes sourcing strategies, contract evaluations and
contract management processes.

Upstream

Downstream

The Upstream Operator continues to support local, regional
and Indigenous suppliers, with a focus on suppliers based
in the Maranoa, Western Downs and Banana Shire local
government areas. The local procurement program has been
further enhanced through:

In the downstream business, the following outcomes from these
practices have been realised in the reporting period:
• Twenty-nine per cent of operational spend made to
businesses that are registered in the Gladstone region or
have an operational presence in Gladstone

• the increasing of internal targets for regional and local
procurement spend for financial year 2020

• Eighty-four per cent of operational spend made to
Australian businesses

• the inclusion of regional participation plans for all major
tenders and contracts where work is conducted locally

• Nintey-five per cent of Australian suppliers were paid
within the Downstream Operator’s 30-day vendor
payment process.

• facilitating ‘Meet the Buyer’ events to enable local
communities to understand employment and
subcontracting opportunities with major contractors
• engaging with local industry groups to share learnings and
identify opportunities for collaboration.
The Upstream Operator continues to manage the
appointment of apprentices and trainees in the Regional
Apprentice Program through MIGAS Apprentices & Trainees.
Currently there are 10 apprentices and trainees in the
Regional Apprentice Program, recruited from the Maranoa
and Wester Downs regions. During the reporting period, two
apprenticeships were completed and one Indigenous schoolbased trainee has completed a Certificate III in Work Health
and Safety.
Current appointments include:
Qualification/Trade

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

Electrotechnology and
Instrumentation (dual trade)

2

2

1

Mechanical

2

Process Plant Operations

1

4th year

1

1

In addition, 21 existing local-based Upstream Operator
personnel are completing apprenticeships and traineeships.
Certificate III in Instrumentation and Control

5

Certificate III in Electrotechnology and Instrumentation

1

Certificate III in Water Industry Treatment

3

Certificate III in Process Plant Operations

8

Certificate IV in Process Plant Operations

4
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8.3 Community Grievance and
Dispute Resolution

Australia Pacific LNG’s operators and
contractors record and respond to all
community complaints from landholders
and community members. Australia
Pacific LNG endeavours to respond
to all complaints and investigate in a
fair and transparent manner aiming
to achieve a timely resolution with
the complainant.

Land Access
2

Others
Environmental Concerns

2
6

There were 15 community complaints
received during this reporting period
(refer Figure 8.1). At the end of the
reporting period, 23 complaints received
had been closed, including some
lodged prior to July 2019.

Dust

5

Figure 8.1: Community Complaint Categories
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Figure 8.2: Total Number of Complaints by Reporting Period
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8.4 Community Investment
Australia Pacific LNG aims to operate with due care by minimising community impacts, to create lasting improvements for
local communities and to share value with communities in operating areas through broader community development and
sponsorship initiatives.
Four social impact management themes underpin Australia Pacific LNG’s community investment: social infrastructure,
partnerships, sponsorships and donations, and employee-giving and volunteering (Figure 8.3).

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

PARTNERSHIPS
• Focus on sustainable
community
development

• Large scale
investment in ‘hard’
infrastructure

• Programs to build
capacity and
address social
impacts

• Informed by
local and state
government plans/
priorities

SPONSORSHIPS
AND DONATIONS
• Assistance to small
scale community
events and projects
• Support community
connectedness and
build relationships

EMPLOYEEGIVING AND
VOLUNTEERING
• Support for
employees to
volunteer and give
to local projects/
organisations
• Support integration
of workforce into
community

Figure 8.3 Community Investment Categories
In addition, Figure 8.4 highlights the following priority areas that form the basis of all activities and initiatives undertaken by
Australia Pacific LNG in any of the identified social impact management themes.

EDUCATION AND
TRAINING

•
•
•
•
•
•

School-based traineeships and apprenticeships
Promote science, technology, engineering and maths disciplines
Literacy and numeracy
Post-secondary education and training to promote pathways to employment
Indigenous education and development
Community Skills Scholarships

COMMUNITY SAFETY
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

•
•
•
•

Research into regional community needs
Emergency services support
Advancing healthy lifestyles
Road safety, traffic and transport

NATURAL RESOURCE
STEWARDSHIP

• Regional biodiversity - including the protection of fauna and flora
• Community and school-based education
• Water management

REGIONAL GROWTH,
LIVEABILITY AND RURAL
RESILIENCE

•
•
•
•
•

ACADEMIA/RESEARCH

• Further support of GISERA research
• Opportunities with university research programs, for example, the University
of Queensland Centre for Coal Seam Gas and other studies that focus on
environmental and social elements related to the business

Social infrastructure
Regional access to culture and the arts
Local employment and business/procurement support
Business enterprise development and capacity building (inc. Indigenous)
Community development programs

Figure 8.4 Priority Areas for Community Investment
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To date, approximately A$45.8 million
has been spent (Figure 8.5) on
community investments targeted at the
above priority areas (refer Figure 8.6).

Upstream
Upstream community investment
expenditure from July to December
2019 was A$118,839.
Table 8.1 displays the list of current
community investments managed by
the Upstream Operator.

Upstream Operator’s Jason Cash presents a donation to Sandra Carter
from Yuleba Primary School

Comm

$46

Downstream
Million A$

$45

The Downstream Operator’s
community investment expenditure
for July to December 2019 was
A$231,769.
Table 8.2 displays the list of current
community investments managed by
the Downstream Operator.

$44

$43

S1 2018

S2 2018

S1 2019

S2 2019

Figure 8.5: Cumulative Community Investment (A$)

A$40,707

Natural Resource Stewardship
Education and Training

1

Regional Growth, Liveability and Rural Resilience

A$55,090

Community Health, Safety and Wellbeing

A$65,012

A$189,800

Figure 8.6: Community Investment by Priority Areas
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Table 8.1 Upstream Community Investment Projects
Initiative

Description

Target
Group

Duration of
Status
Investment

Value
(A$)

Community
Sponsorships

The project supports small-scale, local
community programs focused on skills
and education, community cohesion,
sustainable population growth, natural
resource stewardship and health
and safety

General
community

Ongoing since
2012

In progress

$844,144

Community Skills
Scholarship
(CSS)

CSS provides up to $13,500 to
apprentices within the gas fields region to
help them complete their apprenticeships
locally. Since 2007 more than 150
scholarships have been awarded

Apprentices in
the community

Ongoing since
2007

In progress

$2,000,000
committed to
date

Western
Downs,
Maranoa,
Toowoomba

Many Rivers

This partnership addresses the limited
support available to increase the
capacity of new and existing businesses
in Southwest Queensland including
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
businesses. Many Rivers is a not-for-profit
microenterprise development organisation
that works with marginalised and
disadvantaged Australians

Indigenous
and General
community

2015-2019

In progress

$1,615,800
committed to
date

Western
Downs

Miles Historical
Village

Partnership with the Miles Historical
Village to develop a Great Artesian Basin
and CSG interpretative centre at the Miles
Historical Village

General
Community

2019

In progress

$100,000

Western
Downs,
Maranoa,

CSG Net
Partnership

Partnership with the Queensland MurrayDarling Committee to support landholders
installing groundwater monitoring
equipment in their water bores

Landholders

2016-2019

In progress

$350,000
committed to
date

Western
Downs

Western Downs
Native Fish
Monitoring
Program

General
community

2018-2019

In progress

$40,000
committed to
date

Western
Downs and
Maranoa

Queensland
Symphony
Orchestra
Chinchilla Miles
Roma Program

School
students and
General public

2016-2019

In progress

$285,000

Region
Western
Downs
Banana Shire
Maranoa

Maranoa
Western
Downs
Banana Shire

A three-year tag and release program for
native fish focusing on the Condamine
River and its tributaries.
Enhancements to the current restocking
program also form part of the project
This program is aimed at cultural
enrichment. Music students are able to
work closely with professional musicians
to enhance their skills, as well as play in
joint community performances
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Table 8.2 Downstream Community Investment Projects
Region

Target
Group

Duration of
Investment

Description/ Objective

Gladstone

Queensland
Symphony
Orchestra Gladstone
Enrichment Through
Music Program

A program aimed at cultural
enrichment. Music students are able
to work closely with professional
musicians to enhance their skills. The
entire orchestra performs a free concert
for the Gladstone community

School
students,
general public

2012 – 2019

Continuing

$1,470,000

Gladstone

Quoin Island
Turtle Rehabilitatin
Sanctuary

Financial support for the marine turtle
rehabilitation facility located on Quoin
Island in the Gladstone Harbour

Environment
and community

2013 - 2019

Continuing

$440,000

Gladstone

Port Curtis
Harbourwatch

Secondary schools science program
enhancing students’ understanding and
practice in marine ecological research

Secondary
School
Students

2013 -2019

Continuing

$258,284

Gladstone

EQIP

A schools-based trainee / apprentice
program that assists students to
complete Year 12 while also getting
started on a trade skills pathway with
local businesses

Year 11/12
students

2012 – 2019

Continuing

$400,000

Gladstone

Land and Sea
Rangers Program

Indigenous training and employment
opportunity program. Partnering
with the Queensland Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait
Islanders

2016-2019

Continuing

$661,000

QMEA (Queensland
Mineral and Energy
Academy)

Schools-based program raising
awareness of career opportunities
within the energy sector. Within the
education curriculum the program
promotes the professional pathways
into the industry

Year 11/12
students,
teacher
Professional
Development

2011-2019

Continuing

$314,166

Gladstone

Central Queensland
University STEM
Central

Purpose-built facility to provide oncampus STEM activities relevant to
the school curriculum and extends
across a greater range of student ages
(Year 5 through Year 12). The program
is also aimed at teacher professional
development

Year 5 – Year
12 students,
teacher
Professional
Development

2017-2019

In progress

$550,000

Gladstone

Harbour Festival &
Events

Annual community event held at Easter
in conjunction with the Brisbane to
Gladstone yacht race

General
community

2011-2019

Continuing

$120,500

Gladstone

Mount Larcom and
District Show Society

Sponsorship of a key annual
community event held in the Gladstone
region celebrating the region’s diversity
and agricultural history

General
community

2012-2019

Continuing

$46,050

Community
Sponsorships

The project supports small-scale local
community programs focused on skills
and education, community cohesion,
sustainable population growth, natural
resource stewardship and health
and safety

General
community

Ongoing since
2012

Continuing

$432,733

Gladstone

Gladstone

Status

Value
(A$)

Initiative
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Local students perform with Queensland Symphony Orchestra musicians under conductor Warwick Tyrell at Chinchilla Cultural Centre

Australia Pacific LNG Sponsors
Queensland Symphony Orchestra
Regional Tour
The Queensland Symphony Orchestra has completed another
successful tour of the Western Downs and Maranoa regions,
with its ‘Enrichment Through Music’ initiative proving hugely
popular as leading orchestra musicians visited Chinchilla,
Miles and Roma.
Community and student musicians participated in school
workshops and free concerts in late 2019, the fourth
consecutive year that Queensland Symphony Orchestra
musicians have toured the region.
Total audience numbers over the past four years have
reached almost 6,000.
Participating musicians included: Maranoa Symphony
Orchestra, Roma High School Strings, Wallumbilla State
School Concert Band, Roma State College and St John’s
College Roma bands, Chinchilla Concert Band, Chinchilla
String Ensemble, Chinchilla Christian College Band, Chinchilla
State High School and Tara Shire State College.
Queensland Symphony Orchestra’s Chief Executive, Craig
Whitehead, says the organisation is an ‘orchestra for
everyone; an orchestra for all Queenslanders’.
‘While our base is in Brisbane, it is important for us as the
state’s only professional symphony orchestra to ensure
everyone has access to world-class musical experiences,
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as well as opportunities to engage with and learn from our
musicians’, Craig said.
The Queensland Symphony Orchestra tour is sponsored by
Australia Pacific LNG and the Upstream Operator.
Upstream Operator General Manager, Alexandra KennedyClark, said it was wonderful to see so many local students
having the opportunity to learn from and play with such
accomplished musicians.
‘More than 450 students participated this year, from 11
local schools.’
‘We’re very proud to partner with Queensland Symphony
Orchestra so we can all enjoy these amazing concert
experiences’, Alexandra said.
Participating students were asked to provide feedback
about their school workshops with Orchestra musicians – a
common theme was the fun they had, and some of the
important lessons they learned – including ‘Remember to
breathe properly and look up at the conductor!’

8.5 Land Access and Coexistence
Australia Pacific LNG acknowledges that construction and
operations activities affect a range of land users, and interaction
with a significant number of landholders is required to access
land for the gas fields infrastructure, transmission pipeline and
LNG facilities.

Australia Pacific LNG’s approach
to accessing someone else’s land
includes:

8.5.1 Compensation
Agreements

• engaging with landowners before
any activity occurs to ensure they are
informed and supportive

Conduct and compensation
agreements between Australia Pacific
LNG and landholders set out the
requirements for how Australia Pacific
LNG’s operators enter land to carry out
its activities and how landholders will
be compensated. Australia Pacific LNG
negotiates compensation agreements,
and in some instances may purchase
or lease land to secure access for
infrastructure and facilities.

• locating and scheduling activities to
minimise the impact on landowners
• always working towards outcomes
that, where possible, benefit
both parties.
Access to land for the LNG facility and
the main pipeline has been concluded.
During the reporting period transfer of
the property associated with Authority
to Prospect ATP778P (Ironbark)
occurred from Origin Energy to
Australia Pacific LNG.

During the reporting period, 71
compensation agreements were
completed, bringing the total number
of agreements signed to 1,246. These
agreements secured access for:
• development well sites
(129 well sites)
• exploration (primarily for scouting
and surveying activities)
• water take
• telecommunication towers
• pipeline
• methane survey.
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8.6 Indigenous People
Australia Pacific LNG has negotiated with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities to develop and implement
approved cultural heritage management plans and various
Native Title agreements for the business.

A number of Native Title compensation
negotiation processes have been
completed by Australia Pacific
LNG including:
• right to negotiate - applicable in the
gas fields
• Indigenous land use agreements
- generally used for the main
transmission pipelines and
LNG facility
• cultural heritage management
plans (CHMP) with all Native
Title groups within operating
areas for both the upstream and
downstream businesses.
As development moves into new
areas, and with changes to Native
Title boundaries, the Upstream
Operator continues to negotiate
with relevant Native Title groups on
new agreements.

8.6.1 Indigenous
Employment
As at 31 December 2019, 55 positions
within Australia Pacific LNG’s activities
were filled by Indigenous people in
roles such as managers, cultural
heritage monitors (part-time casuals),
clerical/administrative, and machine
operators (refer to Figure 8.7).
Upstream Operator currently has 18
Indigenous employees, representing
1.7 per cent of the workforce. The
recruitment, retention and career
development of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders employees are a key
focus area and the Upstream Operator
has established an Indigenous
Employee Network to support and
learn from our Indigenous employees.
Currently there is one identified
Indigenous female apprentice. One
Indigenous school-based trainee has
completed their qualifications in work
health and safety.

No. of Indigenous Workers Engaged
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Downstream Operator
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Upstream Operator
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Figure 8.7 Indigenous Employment by Reporting Period
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Figure 8.7 Indigenous Employment by Reporting Period
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8.6.2 Indigenous Engagement

Downstream

Upstream
Origin Energy launched its Stretch
Reconciliation Action Plan on 24 July
2019. As part of the Reconciliation
Action Plan commitments, the
Upstream Operator wrapped 12
Australia Pacific LNG vehicles with
Indigenous artwork and these
vehicles are now based in the regional
communities where Australia Pacific
LNG operates. Other key deliverables
include increasing spend with
Indigenous businesses, increasing
the Indigenous representation within
the workforce and establishing formal
two-way partnerships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander organisations
and communities.
Local Iman Elders from the Spring Gully
region, north-east of Roma in western
Queensland, have conducted an
ancient smoking ceremony to cleanse
and ensure a pathway to a brighter
future for the Upstream Operator’s
new Integrated Operations Centre. The
smoking ceremony involves burning
leaves from a variety of native plants
to produce smoke – cleansing the
way for new beginnings. It is culturally
appropriate that this ceremony occurs
before a new place is occupied. Iman
Elders have provided names for the
new Integrated Operations Centre

meeting rooms to honour local areas of
cultural significance, which in turn helps
us to learn and understand more about
local Indigenous culture.
During NAIDOC (National Aborigines
and Islanders day Observance
Committee) Week, celebrated in
July each year, various events were
organised across sites ranging from
storing telling, storytelling activities,
bush tucker and Indigenous barbeque
lunch. Additionally, the Upstream
Operator supported the Musgrave Park
Family Fun Day Festival in Brisbane
which showcases different aspects
of Indigenous Australian culture and
heritage across various mediums of
performing arts, traditional foods, arts
and crafts.
In December, the Upstream Operator
supported the Koobara Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Kindergarten
to deliver their annual community
Christmas party, with a number of staff
members donating gifts and their time
to cook and engage with the local
community. Members of the Brisbanebased Reconciliation Working Group
also attended a Nyanda Cultural Tour
to learn more about the local culture
and the Indigenous history of the
Brisbane area.

The Downstream Operator continues
its support for the Gladstone
Indigenous Land and Sea Ranger
Program, an innovative cooperative
arrangement with the Queensland
Department of Environment and
Science. The program is modelled
on other operating Indigenous ranger
programs in Queensland. It is aimed at
promoting on country opportunities to
become qualified in conservation and
land management, where the longer
term, fee-for-service work can be
obtained to make the ranger program
self-sustaining.
NAIDOC Week was observed with an
information campaign to employees
and contractors, and a visit to the LNG
facility on Curtis Island by Gooreng
Gooreng Elder, Uncle Richard Johnson,
who provided a Welcome to Country at
a site-wide barbeque. The Downstream
Operator also sponsored NAIDOC
Week events in both Gladstone
and Bundaberg.

Iman Elder, James White, conducting the smoking ceremony to move
some artefacts from Condabri to Spring Gully
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8.6.3 Indigenous Business Participation

Upstream
The Upstream Operator’s Stretch
Reconciliation Action Plan contains
specific procurement commitments
for the next three years and drives
renewed focus in promoting business
and employment opportunities
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people throughout its
procurement activities.
In this reporting period, the Upstream
Operator directly procured goods
and services from eight Indigenous
businesses across a diverse range
of goods and services such as
maintenance services, personal
protective equipment and training.
Examples of specific suppliers include:
• CRC Electrical (electrical
instrumentation)
• RBY Projects (low point drain
maintenance)

Downstream
The Upstream Operator also continues
to provide opportunities for Indigenous
businesses to meet our procurement
teams and our major contractors.
These discussions build a better
understanding of the capabilities and
capacity of local Indigenous businesses
and enables our contractors to fulfil the
contractual commitments within their
Indigenous participation plans.
The partnership with not-for-profit
organisation Many Rivers (refer
Table 8.1 Upstream Community
Investment Projects) has been renewed
in this reporting period supporting
Many Rivers’ field officers in Roma and
Toowoomba region. The field officers
provide microenterprise development
support to Indigenous people and
businesses, helping to build business
capacity and capability in the region.

In 2018, the Downstream
Operator revised the Indigenous
Content and Engagement Strategy
to ensure opportunities for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people and
businesses continued to be realised.
The strategy continues to focus on
employment, supply chain and training
opportunities and was expanded to
incorporate education and community
investment approaches. The strategic
focus on collaboration with local
Traditional Owners, supply chain
partners and achieving long-term,
sustainable outcomes remains.
In 2019, the business committed
to two major education initiatives
designed to support the retention
of Indigenous youth in the school
environment. Additional outcomes
during the period include, but are not
limited to, the following:

• Geared Up Culcha (personal
protective equipment and uniforms)

• sustained jobs for Indigenous
workers

• Indigenous Beverages Australia
(supply of bottled water under the
Waddi Springs brand).

• transition of existing trainee to fulltime permanent employee
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• four sustained contracts to
Indigenous business.

8.7 Cultural Heritage
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld) requires
Australia Pacific LNG to comply with the duty of care. This can
be achieved through agreements with the Traditional Owner
groups. Australia Pacific LNG has negotiated CHMPs with
relevant Traditional Owner groups across the project area.

As part of implementing these CHMPs,
Traditional Owners are involved
with scouting activities to determine
infrastructure locations and monitoring
of construction activities where
necessary. These activities deliver
employment outcomes and provide
opportunities for Traditional Owners to
be on country.
APLNG ensure that cultural heritage
management remains a priority
on active worksites. Identification
awareness training, based on
information provided by Traditional
Owner groups within the development
area, is a key component of
site orientation.

8.7.1 Cultural Heritage
Management Plans
CHMPs set out processes and plans to
manage and protect cultural heritage
across the business. These plans
include a communication protocol,
management structure and survey
process to ensure cultural heritage
is protected. Nine CHMPs have
been negotiated with all Traditional
Owner groups and are being
implemented across Australia Pacific
LNG’s operations.

8.7.2 Pre-Construction
Surveys
Pre-construction cultural heritage
scouting is undertaken on all new
areas of infrastructure including
access roads, drill pads and gathering
systems. These surveys are carried out
by representatives of the Traditional
Owner group in the area. The scouts
‘walk’ the proposed infrastructure
layout and advise mitigation,
monitoring and artefact relocation
strategies that are implemented to
protect and manage cultural heritage.

8.7.3 Chance Findings
The process for protection,
preservation and management of
chance findings is detailed in each
CHMP. A chance finding occurs when
a potential cultural heritage site or
artefact is discovered or unearthed
during construction activity. Any person
who locates an artefact or object must
conform to the CHMPs and duty of
care guidelines under the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Act 2003 (Qld).
No chance findings were reported for
the period.

During the reporting period, 1,077
days-equivalent of cultural heritage
scouting and construction monitoring
were undertaken by 28 cultural
heritage officers from the Barunggam,
Bidjara, Iman, Mandandanji and
Western Wakka Wakka Traditional
Owner groups.
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Appendix 1 – Abbreviations and Glossary of Terms
9.1 Abbreviations
1P

Proved reserves

IFC

International Finance Corporation

2P

Proved plus probable reserves

kL

Kilolitre

3P

Proved plus probable plus possible
reserves

LNG

Liquefied natural gas

C2

Best estimate contingent resource

LTC

Lost time case

ALC

Agricultural land class

ML

Megalitres

CHMP

Cultural Heritage Management Plan

MTC

Medical treatment case

CO2

Carbon dioxide

Mtpa

Million metric tonnes per year

CO2-eq

Carbon dioxide equivalent

NAIDOC

National Aborigines and Islanders day
Observance Committee

CSG

Coal seam gas

PJ

Petajoule

Cwlth

Commonwealth

PJe

Petajoule equivalent

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation

RWC

Restricted work case

EIS

Environmental impact statement

SAPLNG

Sinopec Australia Pacific LNG Pty Ltd

EPBC
Act

Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Cwlth)

S1

Semester one

S2

Semester two

GISERA

Gas Industry Social and
Environmental Research Alliance

TEC

Threatened ecological communities

GLNG

Gladstone LNG project

TJ

Terajoule

Ha

Hectare

TRIFR

Total Recordable Injury
Frequency Rate

HFS

Hydraulic fracture stimulation

UWIR

Underground Water Impact Report

HSE

Health, safety and environment
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9.2 Terms
Agricultural
Land Class A

Crop land that is suitable for a wide range
of current and potential crops with nil to
moderate limitations to production

Agricultural
Land Class B

Limited crop land that is suitable for a
narrow range of current and potential
crops. Land that is marginal for current and
potential crops due to severe limitations but
is highly suitable for pastures. Land may be
suitable for cropping with engineering or
agronomic improvements

Australia Pacific
LNG

Australia Pacific LNG Pty Limited

Compliance/
Enforcement
Notice

Written notification provided by a
Regulatory Authority to compel a person
or company to take action to remedy a
contravention or to sanction a person or
company where the Regulatory Authority
reasonably believes that a regulatory
requirement (e.g., legislation, permit
condition etc.) has been contravened, is
being contravened or could be contravened
(e.g., Warning Letter, Infringement
Notice, Improvement Notice, Prohibition
Notice etc.)

Downstream
Operator

ConocoPhillips Australia Pty Ltd

Full-Time
Equivalent

A measure of the total level of staff
resources used and represents the sum of
full-time staff and the full-time equivalent
of part-time or casual staff engaged by the
organisation at a point in time.
Full-time equivalent employment is
defined as the total hours worked, divided
by the number of business days in the
period divided by the number of ordinary
hours worked in a business day (7.6 for
employees, 10 for contractors).
The FTE of a full-time worker is equal to 1.0

High Potential
Incident

Any incident or near miss that could have
realistically resulted in one or more fatalities

‘Make Good’
Agreement

If an existing water bore is affected by
a CSG operation, the responsible CSG
company must undertake reparation
measures to restore the bore’s capacity
to supply water, or provide the bore
owner with an alternative water supply or
monetary compensation

Recordable
Injuries

Injuries or illnesses of a work-related
nature involving medical treatment cases,
restricted work cases or lost time cases

Regulatory NonCompliance

An instance that results in, or has the
potential to result in, non-fulfilment of
an external mandatory compliance
requirement (e.g. legislation, regulation,
conditions of licences and Regulatory
Approval etc.)

Scope 1
Emissions

Scope 1 Emission of greenhouse gas, in
relation to a facility, means the release of
greenhouse gas into the atmosphere as
a direct result of an activity or series of
activities (including ancillary activities) that
constitute the facility (National Greenhouse
and Energy Reporting Regulations 2008)

Scope 2
Emissions

Scope 2 Emissions of greenhouse gas, in
relation to a facility, refers to the release of
greenhouse gas into the atmosphere as a
direct result of one or more activities that
generate electricity, heating, cooling or
steam that is consumed by the facility but
that do not form part of the facility. (National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting
Regulations 2008)

Scope 3
Emissions

Scope 3 emissions are indirect greenhouse
gas emissions other than Scope 2
Emissions that are generated in the wider
economy. They occur as a consequence
of the activities of a facility, but from
sources not owned or controlled by that
facility’s business.

Sinopec

China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation
(Party to the LNG sales-purchase
agreement)

Upstream
Operator

Origin Energy Upstream Operator
Pty Limited

Total Recordable
Injury Frequency
Rate

The number of Recordable Injuries per
million hours worked, averaged over a
12-month period

Voluntary
Declaration

The Vegetation Management Act
1999 provides a voluntary process to
protect areas of native vegetation not
otherwise protected by the Act. This
process is referred to as a voluntary
declaration. Voluntary declarations can
be used to protect areas of high nature
conservation values or areas vulnerable
to land degradation. Where this can be
achieved, a voluntary declaration can
also be used to secure areas of land to
satisfy statutory offset requirements and to
secure exchange areas under the Act and
other legislation.
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